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Greg Williams (President, Eastern Canada Division) 

 

Who is Gordy Robinson? No, he‟s not a character from Thomas and Friends, he is our new NMRA 

president. I first met Gordy by accident at the MFMR convention on PEI. I was set to do a clinic on 

DCC++ and I found the room I was to present in and Gordy was about to do a clinic of his own. I wasn‟t 

going to stay, but he started and I didn‟t want to be impolite, so I stayed. I‟m glad I did. 

Gordy presented in a highly engaging way. This young man knew his stuff! He was also very friendly. 

When I returned home I looked him up on the Internet and followed his blog. Though living in the UK, 

he was a North American modeller. Fast forward a little while and I volunteered to join the Social Media 

team for the NMRA. Gordy was heading up the team along with Christina Ganzer Zambri. Gordy 

continued to impress me with his skills at model railroading and his passion for the NMRA. He is a man 

of ideas backed up with action. 

As he has taken the lead of the NMRA, Gordy is committed to bringing the NMRA into the future. He 

has a focus on what needs to be done to make the NMRA relevant to the next generation all the while 

maintaining the traditions that have been established since the NMRA began in 1935. One of the key 

changes is the digital NMRA Magazine which will be available to all members at no extra cost over 

membership fee. The paper version will still be available at additional cost.  

Gordy currently resides in the UK on the Orkney Islands with his wife Alix, daughter Annabel and son 

Magnus, oh and who could forget his dog, Dabber. He is building a North American N scale layout in 

his new home alongside his trusty assistant, Annabel. Gordy is very approachable and wants to meet 

and talk with model railroaders. His email is president@nmra.org or find him on Facebook. 

 

 

President’s Message 

 

Our ECD Executive and 

Board of Directors: 

President:  

Greg Williams - gregw66@gmail.com 

Vice President: 

  George Jarvis - 

george.jarvis@nf.sympatico.ca 

Secretary Treasurer: 

Bob Henry - bob.hesterkv@yahoo.com 

 

Board of Directors: 

 Achievement Program Chair – James Whatley 
jawhatley@bellaliant.net 

 Membership Chair – Dave Gunn - 
David.gunn@ns.sympatico.ca 

 Hot Box Editor - Lou McIntyre – louism@nbnet.nb.ca 

 Fergus Francey - dasfergmiester@gmail.com 

 Webmaster - Rob Leathley - rleathley68@gmail.com 

Division Liason:  

Bill Turczyn - william.turczyn@bellaliant.net 

Division Advisor: 

Steve McMullin - mcmulls@nb.sympatico.ca 
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The January/February 2022 eBulletin provided some important information worth repeating 

about the NMRA Magazine. Many, if not most of these changes are being driven by our new 

NMRA President, Gordy Robinson who you met in Greg Williams’ “President’s Message” above. 

 Beginning April 1, 2022, every NMRA member will have digital access to the NMRA Magazine 
as part of the standard membership dues. 

 All members may choose to continue to receive the paper magazine by adding the print 
subscription to their membership. The cost of the print magazine will encompass the cost of 
printing and mailing. Please note that the paper publication is currently an add-on to the cost of 
annual membership dues and this practice will continue for those who choose. 

 Members who choose to change from print to a digital-only access to the NMRA Magazine will 
see a substantial decrease in costs.  

 On mobile devices, an NMRA Magazine mobile app will be available on the Apple App Store 
and on Google Play for Android devices. On laptops and desktops, the NMRA Magazine will be 
available through a website. 

 Access to both the mobile and desktop versions will be based on your NMRA.org web site 
username and password. We urge you to register on the NMRA.org website if you have not 
yet done so. 

 
 

 

 

For us in Canada, the new fee structure will be: 

 Basic NMRA membership will be increasing from $30 CDN to $40 CDN, but now will include the 
NMRA Magazine in digital format. 

 For those who had been receiving the NMRA Magazine in print and desire to continue to do so, 
the annual cost will increase by $5 to $100. 

 If you had been receiving the print version and decide to switch to digital format only, your 
annual fee will drop from the current $95 down to $40. 

If you have any questions, Greg Williams will be happy to help you 
president@easterncanadadivision.org  

 

Call Board - the NMRA and the Region   

 

https://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001qhsf5E_g0HiJatcsYKGtFzxNm8DpYOeK7RzA7apD61iC_6FObEzoRhWs502eZ1Jw-MOL8P8c7xy328AH6X3feXWSq9og7EhT-zfTuVrzKetEvhBcGURLjC6gtoTR5iS8vdTMzMZ4Ujg=&c=8Z11iW5RMTp8pzf6PQdmT6Yz3NnIYG6F7jfYzz16vn_4b4nkVVghUQ==&ch=ZNyPZ-zkecdgDbX2a19f3F31k7e63fzL2G-oa9kJ5hcL7XMAGYfwWg==
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The Winter 2022 issue (#284) quarterly issue of 
the NER Coupler is now available: 

 

https://nernmra.org/ner-couplers/ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The NMRA Turntable newsletter continues to be a great source for modeling how-to videos, layout 

tours, prototype visits.  

As an NMRA member, you should receive the Turntable in your inbox each month. Every issue runs 

the gamut from planning a layout, to layout tours, wiring for DCC and everywhere in between. 

On the NMRA website, check out the Video Library for a vast resource of information 

 

At a recent NER Board of Directors’ meeting, 

it was mentioned by the Coupler editor he is 

scanning Division newsletters for content.  

They're in need of articles and we encourage 

folks to write for The Coupler, it's a great way 

to get points for AP Author certificate! 

 

https://nernmra.org/ner-couplers/


 

 

 
 
 

Four great evenings of online layout tours, how-to clinics, and rail history – something to 

treat every modeling interest. Check it out! 
  

We also have the Northeastern Region annual convention coming up in the last 

few days of summer 

 

Coming very soon: 



 

 

 
 
Members of the Eastern Canada Division have received a special invitation to participate in a slide 
show being run by the Western Ontario Division of the Niagara Frontier Region. Let‟s see what our 
members have done! 
  



 

 

 
 
A Helping Hand – Over the past several issues of the Hot Box, we have followed the efforts 

several members of the Dartmouth Model Railway Club building a Thomas-based model railway for a 
young challenged adult, Scott, in the Halifax area. The project is now complete and we are going to 
take one last look at the beautiful work they’ve done. Our thanks to Dave and Fergus for keeping us in 
the loop.  

 
Right after they finished, Scott‟s Mom sent a message to the Dartmouth Club, "We have barely seen 
Scott today but have certainly heard the sounds of trains running and a huge smile on his face when he 
is near. (Scott‟s Dad has spent his fair share of time there too!!!!) We could never thank you enough for 
fulfilling his dream.” 

To all those in the Dartmouth club who worked on the project -  job well done!! 

 

Balloon Track – News around our Division 

 



 

 

 

Begun out of the Maritime Prototype Modelers casual get-togethers last fall, we continue our monthly 

Zoom workshops. So far in 2022, we have had excellent and well-attended presentations by Ron Tuff 

and Chris Lyon. Thank you to both of you for doing these presentations. 

Here‟s a line-up of what we have scheduled into the spring – Zoom access codes will be provided when 

the reminder is sent a few days before each presentation:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

On March 17, 2022, 08:00 pm ADT–“Introduction to Electricity for Model 

Railroaders”, by Greg Williams, President, NMRA – Eastern Canada Division. 

  

On April 21, 2022, 08:00 pm ADT– “Creating a Small Diorama”, by Lou McIntyre, 

Hot Box newsletter Editor  

On May 19, 2022, 08:00 pm ADT–“Earning your Golden Spike Award”, by Gordy 

Robinson, NMRA President 

  

Building this diorama will be 

featured in the April workshop 



 

 

Cover Story – a visit to George 

Jarvis’ layout 

Back in early November, Fergus Francey 

took a few minutes from work while on “The 

Rock” to visit George Jarvis and his Coastal 

Newfoundland Railway (cover photo). Here 

are some other shots of the railway taken by 

Fergus on that visit 

 

Top photo and foreground above 

is the yard at St. John‟s 

This scene of Bishops Falls 

graced the cover of the cover of 

our September 2020 issue 

Exploits River crossing 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

And finally, here‟s 

our Vice-President, 

George Jarvis, the 

creator of this 

beautiful layout 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Achievement Program 

And while we are visiting with George Jarvis, our congratulations for 

having received a Merit Award for his plate girder bridge. This is a 

major step towards his Achievement Program certificate for Master 

Builder - Structures 

 

 

 

 

Congratulations also to ECD Secretary Treasurer Bob Henry(Left), and Hot Box Editor Lou 
McIntyre(Right). Both have received the Association Volunteer AP Certificate. 
  

Welcome to new Eastern Canada Division 

members, Darwin Anderson of Conception Bay South NL and Richard Crowder 

of Halifax NS. Also welcome back to George Sabean of Grand Bay-Westfield NB 



 

 

  

https://maritimehobbies.ca/ 

https://maritimehobbies.ca/


 

 

Relaxed Operations 

Hot Box Editor, Lou McIntyre, has found a way to make operating on his railroad a more relaxed event. 

It’s a variation of one-person sequence operations which has been around for years and used on even 

the largest railroads. Lou’s approach can be used during a regular operating session with any number 

of operators.  

Many model railroaders are avid operations fans…..others, not so much. In fact, many avoid operations because 

they find it a stressful time with a number of operators interacting and interchanging with others on what can be a 

tight schedule. So, how can we ever claim to be able to have a relaxed operating session? 

The easiest way to make sense of what I‟m going to describe is to use my railway, 

the Hampton & St Martins, as an example. This 28-mile branchline runs in a north-

south direction with St Martins in the south and Hampton in the north where it 

connects with the CN mainline running from Saint John in the west and Moncton to 

the east. 105 is a daily run from St. Martins to Hampton and back designated as 

105N on its northbound journey; the return is 105S. 

In the early days when I first started operating on my railway, freight operations 

were a lengthy sequence of interdependent activities. For example, the freight 

105N out of St Martins couldn‟t leave until the morning switching was done to 

assemble the outbound cars. So the pressure was on the St Martins switcher crew 

to complete their work. Later, in Hampton, switching was carried out by the 

Canadian National wayfreight out of Saint John, # 144. It relied on the arrival of that 

same 105N from St Martins to drop the outbounds, pick up the St Martins-bound 

set-outs and make room for more St Martins-bound cars. Unless this happened in 

the proper sequence, Hampton would be solid gridlock. Never once did we ever 

complete a full operating session on the railway; any problems created a cascade 

of downstream delays, and operators never got a sense of “job-well-done!” 

What has happened is a major rethink of when cars move……something I casually call “Three-Day Operations”. 

Let‟s step through the revised 

process.  

First thing in the morning 

today, the wayfreight 105N 

now leaves St Martins with a 

train of outbound cars 

assembled during the day 

yesterday. Once 105N 

leaves, the local switcher has 

all day to set out the 

inbounds brought in on 

yesterday evening‟s 105S 

and to pick up the outbounds 

for tomorrow’s 105N. The 

key is the cars being taken by 

today‟s 105N from St Martins 

were already assembled yesterday by the local switcher so the train can now leave whenever the crew has their 

coffee ready.  

Here we see 105 crossing the Gully Bridge after 

leaving St Martins on its way to Hampton 



 

 

On its way to Hampton, 105N makes one stop at Barnesville to drop any cars destined for there and pick up and 

cars destined for Hampton and the world 

beyond. At Hampton, 105N drops its 

entire train and picks up cars that were 

placed there by yesterday afternoon‟s 

CN144 , then begins its return trip to St 

Martins as 105S.  

Only at Barnesville is there any 

interaction with anyone else and, even 

there, there‟s no urgency to get done. 

The Barnesville crew usually helps out 

with the exchange ……when it gets 

done, it gets done, and there‟s no 

downstream dependencies. 

A similar thing happens at Hampton; there‟s no 

urgency for 105N to get its freight consist cars to 

Hampton. The cars dropped by 105N won‟t be 

picked up until much later in the day by CN144 

wayfreight out of Saint John. Once in Hampton, 

105N drops its cars, becomes 105S and picks up 

St Martins branch cars left by CN144 yesterday. 

Looking back at St Martins, after 105N leaves, 

the local switcher also has the entire day to 

deliver the cars that came in on yesterday 

evening‟s 105S, and assemble what goes out on 

105N tomorrow morning 

The same applies to the Barnesville switcher. 

Before  either 105N and 105S arrives and after it 

departs, the switcher goes about its business 

working whatever cars are waybilled….and it has 

the entire day to do it. 

The jobs are 4 independent jobs with minimal 

interaction: wayfreights 105N and 105S, the St 

Martins switcher, Barnesville switcher, and CN144 

wayfreight. 

The completion of a session leaves all trains staged for tomorrow, and the next operating session just picks up 

where this one left off. This setup applies to freight operations. Passenger trains don‟t affect switching activity in 

the same way – they pass through interacting only briefly with switching operations and don‟t usually create any 

downstream chain of events.   

This concept fits the Hampton & St Martins Railway with a small operating crew, but it should be applicable to 

even larger layouts with adequate staging/storage tracks. This may not be ideal for all operating sessions, but if 

you want to have a relaxing time, or if you have a number of less-experienced operators, this may be worth a try.   

 

105N arrives in Barnesville on Track 4 

while switcher #23 stands by on Track 2 



 

 

 

When the Museum Calls 

(Editor’s note)Timing is everything - George Jarvis sent this article to me about a project at the Railway 

Coastal Museum in St John’s NL; turns out that it fits perfectly alongside Fergus Francey’s visit to 

George’s Coastal Newfoundland Railway. Now that the Dartmouth Model Railway Club’s project is 

completed, perhaps we’ll be able to tag along here as this new group works on this project. In George’s 

words: 

“St. John‟s, Newfoundland has had a railway museum for several years under the control of and 

through the financial help of the City.  Last year, with the threat of closure, the museum was supported 

by a group of private citizens who successfully lobbied the city council to allow it to remain open for the 

summer months. Those citizens searched for ways to make the museum more attractive to tourists and 

locals alike.  Enter yours truly. 

I received a call from the folks who were 

struggling to find ways to entice more visitors 

to the museum.  There is a small model 

railroad display using some donated three rail 

O scale equipment but there were issues in 

trying to maintain the aging equipment in 

running condition.  The telephone call was a 

request for me to look at the display and see 

what, if anything, could be done. The display 

is very difficult to access, and the scenery is 

not on a par with current technology.  With the museum management, I explored ways to do a modern 

display layout.  There is a large reception style area in the museum that is eighteen feet wide and about 

forty feet long.  It would make a great area for a modular display.  The museum also had eleven 

banquet tables not in use. 

I contacted the members of my operations group, one of whom is very interested in N scale modules, 

explained the situation, and tried to learn the level of interest in building a modular layout that would fit 

the available space.  Charlie, the N-scaler, researched some specs developed by an HO group in 

Australia.  I did some advertising on a local radio station and soon had a group of about ten interested 

individuals, some experienced modelers and some anxious to learn.  We then brought the group 

together to discuss specifics.  We agreed on the use of the Australian specs, HO scale, Kato trackage 

(Unitrack), double tracked mainline and scenery typical of Newfoundland. 

The next task was to find a sponsor for the building materials to construct twenty modules. We 

approached Kent Building Supplies in our area, explained the project and got their agreement to 

provide, free of charge, the foam core, material for the boxes and the hardware to construct leveling 

bolts in each corner of each module. In addition, I had recently been contacted by two ladies whose 

deceased husbands had been model railroaders.  They were looking for advice on what to do with the 

model railroad equipment that their spouses had left behind.  I told them of our project, and both agreed 

to contribute the material to our project.  Things were coming together even though Covid 19 was 

making it difficult for us to spend a lot of time together. 



 

 

So, where are we at present?  We have the bulk of 

the module boxes built, the facias painted black, and 

the foam top painted a tan colour.  Some trackage 

has been purchased but much more is needed.  I 

hope, when the pandemic abates, to do a scenery 

clinic on one of my modules to help the newbies 

learn the basics.  That module has a rural station 

and speeder shed with some rocky outcrops (it is 

Newfoundland) and a water filled gully.  We hope to 

have the modules ready for the 2022 summer 

season.  We will operatefor several weekends 

through out the summer and, hopefully, bring in 

some additional visitors to the museum.  We are also thinking about doing a display sometime in the 

future at our local children‟s hospital. 

One of the interesting side benefits to come out of this project relates to an eleven-year-old boy whose 

grandfather heard of the project and told his grandson who is mad about trains.  The boy‟s mom 

contacted me, and 

Darwin soon became 

one of our group 

members.  He is 

developing his own 4” X 

8” layout and is excited 

about learning to do 

scenery.  One of our 

adult group members 

has constructed a 

module for him to work 

on.  Some of my excess 

material has gone to 

populate his new layout.  

It is wonderful to see 

someone from his age 

group interested in 

learning this fascinating 

hobby.” 

Editor’s Note.  Here is a 

link to the t-trak 

standards they are using 

for their modules.  

http://ttrak.wikidot.com/t-trak-standards They are using the HO/OO column for their data. 

 

 

http://ttrak.wikidot.com/t-trak-standards�


 

 

The MFMR has started regular monthly ZOOM chat sessions. There 

is no fixed agenda, just a chance for everyone to catch up on the 

latest goings on, and see what individuals have been doing. The first 

session was well-attended by a couple of dozen modellers and we 

got to chat and see a couple of impromptu show „n tells 

https://mfmr.ca/mfmr-live-zoom-chat/ 

There is some discussion happening on the 2022 MFMR convention 

originally planned for Wolfville. We will notify all ECD members as 

soon as a final decision is made. 

 

 

Planning is well underway for the 2023 

MFMR convention to be held in Saint 

John May 26-28, 2023. This will be a 

model railroader‟s weekend with 

operating sessions, layout tours, clinics 

and hands-on workshops, vendor 

displays, model and photo contests, social activities such as “meet-n-greet” and banquet. Stay tuned 

for more details!   

 

 

 

 

 

We are starting to see train 

shows! 

The Codiac Operators Group are discussing their 

Spring train show in Moncton; nothing finalized 

yet, but we will let you know as soon as we know. 

 

 

142 South Albion St. Amherst NS 

(former Shoppers Drug Mart location) 



 

 

 

 

Greg Williams’ New Paint Booth  
I used to do a lot of airbrushing of my models, but haven't done it in a long time. When I was 
young, I had built a large paint booth out of wood that had an air compressor, lighting and an 
exhaust fan. Air compressor was from 
Princess Auto back when they sold 

mostly farm equipment and surplus stuff. (way 
back in the 80s).  
Recently, I bought a small hobby spray booth that 
was on sale at Princess Auto. I decided it needed 
lighting. I grabbed some foam core board from the 
dollar store, a hot glue gun, a roll of self-adhesive 
12volt LEDs someone gave me a long time ago, 
fired up the soldering iron and this is the result. I 
now have lots of light for spraying my models. 
Power is from my vast collection of 12 volt 
adapters acquired over my lifetime. 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 

 

The F.R.E.D. 

 



 

 

The MESS is in a mess! 
 
Management of the Musquodoboit 
Eastern Shore & Sydney (MESS) 
has announced that, as a result of 
a new container facility at Sheet 
Harbour, they have had to make 
adjustments to the main line 
connecting the facility and Upper 
Musquodoboit. Traffic will be 
suspended until further notice. 
Updates to follow. 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Note the use of a strip of wood to 
maintain the track curvature – HO 
track crews must have had a “huge” 
job placing those spring clamps. 
 
As Fergus Francey, spokeperson for 
the MESS reminds us: 

 
 

 
 
 
 
  



 

 

Editor’s note: The names in the following story have been changed to protect the innocent…. and the 

guilty. 

Somewhere in Atlantic Canada - Finally, on February 22, the first operating session is being 

reported after two long years. Unfortunately, at least 16 participants will have to remain in Joe‟s 

basement for the next three weeks or so, as part of the Auxiliary derailment clean-up crew!  At least two 

others will require lawyers, as even this one is too much for the Union to handle.  It is reported that 

railway superintendent, Ray and his assistant, Mark, were away today and fortunately did not witness 

the carnage. 

 Ray is working from home and will supervise the ongoing wreck clean-up from Tuesday.  Railway 

management hopes to be able 

to get the mainline open soon, 

despite all the damage to 

equipment and surrounding 

property!  

Facing reporters‟ questions, 

Superintendent Ray stated, “It 

has come to our attention, 

myself and my assistant Mark, 

that there has been some sort 

of major incident on the 

railroad during our absence. It 

appears that the responsible 

employees, witnesses, and 

partners in crime, have failed 

to submit the detailed accident 

report, and it seems that the 

detailed photographs have 

conveniently gone missing. Initial reports indicate this could be similar to the infamous crash of 08‟ish, 

where a certain unnamed station had to be relocated back on its foundation.  

As per dispatchers rule book, chapter 346, page 4724, paragraph 37, sub paragraph 22, article 609XY, 

sub article 4Z3, every employee will be required to take a polygraph, to determine the guilty party and 

actions leading to the aforementioned incident. However, to expedite the process, management will 

give 500,000 merits to anyone willing to come forward and throw the guilty party(s) under the train.” 

Spokesman for the Union, George, offered a brief statement, “I see nothing!”! 

Hot Box correspondent, James, says he has it on good authority from someone very well connected 

inside the Union that there really are no photos available!  The accident occurred during the night, with 

full cloud cover and no moon, way behind some pleasing scenery, so photography would simply have 

been impossible.  Also, the Transport Canada inspector was observed leaving the scene carrying a 

case of Moosehead, a bag with six lobster rolls, and a pot of baked beans made with the correct salt 

pork from Petit-Rocher!  

Some stories are even better without photographic evidence, n‟est-ce pas?  

 



 

 

 

 

We need your input! If you want stories or history from your local area, it‟s up to you to 

share them. Send any projects, stories or reviews you want to share to us at our e-mail address:   

easterncanadadivision@gmail.com or to louismca2012@gmail.com 
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